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Indian Political Thought 2001 the book covers university syllabi in political science in the
papers of hindu polity indian political thought and modern indian political thought etc divided
into three parts the ancient the modern and the contemporary this book analyses indian political
thought from manu to m n roy in order to keep it brief and precise only selected thinkers have
been included while those of only historical importance have been left out the method followed is
construction through criticism so that besides knowing the thought of eminent indian political
thinkers the reader may develop an insight into political processes their causes and consequences
while matter has been drawn from authentic sources it has been narrated in simple language a
balanced holistic approach has been maintained in controversial matters the authors have left no
stone unturned to make this book an ideal textbook for students and reference book for teachers
Indian Political Thinkers 2000 for a proper understanding of indian political scene as we find it
today a thorough study of the prominent political thinkers is very essential the book depicts a
beautiful picture of the indian political thinkers their career political life and political
thoughts it studies many great leaders from raja ram mohan roy to sarvapalli radhakrishnan the
introduction provides the readers a peep into the manner in which the indian political ideas were
adopted from time to time by the political leaders impact of these ideas on the political action
of the people particularly during the ram mohan roy gandhi and nehru era has been specially
emphasised chapter 12 lays overwhelming stress on the political thought of mahatma gandhi his
ideas are always the guiding principles of the people of the world in general and the people of
india in particular for all ages i e past present and future chapters 17 to 20 deal with the
political social and economic ideas of the socialist and the communist leaders of india in an
excellent manner the book would be of great value for the students as well as the teachers even
laymen would enjoy reading the book because of its simple style
The Political Philosophy of Sri Aurobindo 1990 the authors of indian political thinking set out
to critically compare and contrast the major ideas and frequently used terminology of classical
and contemporary indian political thought it examines the ramayana as well as the mahabharata
from the perspective of ancient indian thinking paying particular attention to the perspectives
of manu as well as kautilya this then goes on to classify the major political schools of thought
within contemporary indian philosophy when introducing each school of thought we discuss the
major theoretical questions at play in that school s methodology and the significant intellectual
contributions made by individual thinkers in addition to mahatma gandhi subhas chandra bose and
jawaharlal nehru the social and political ideas of raja ram mohan roy swami vivekanand lokmanya
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bal gangadhar tilak pt deendayal upadhyay tarabai shinde savtribai phule kamaladevi chattopadhyay
m n roy japaprakash narayan sri aurobindo ram manohar lohia pandita ramabai and dr ambedkar have
also been highlighted it really is hoped that an unbiased and impartial evaluation of the
contributions of various thinkers and schools of thought may be achieved this book has been
written in quite an accessible and straightforward manner and it includes a number of special
elements that will appeal to its target audience it is written with both indian university
students and the casual reader in mind
Indian Political Thought 2023-01-25 this book gives a lucid account of the indian renaissance and
its influence on gandhi it discusses at length the key concept of ahimsa explicating its meaning
and expounding gandhi s understanding and interpretation of the term
The Philosophical Thoughts of Mahatma Gandhi 1996 the book is a comprehensive account of swami
vivekananda s nationalism that went a long way in proliferating national energy against the
british imperialism in india in particular and the western imperialism in other parts of the
globe in general history witnessed the beginning of the great end of century long hibernation of
the indian masses under the foreign domination humanism and universalism the two cardinal
features of indian spiritual culture are the bedrock upon which his nationalism is based hence
the book highlights his message for the promotion of international unity and integrity through
religion and spiritualism to achieve the grand ideal of universal brotherhood and goodwill to
ensure peaceful co existence to avert wars his nationalism also seeks to project india as a stage
for the whole world and fervently calls upon his compatriots to play the traditional role of a
spiritual guide what india calls her spiritual mission in all ages of history man making and
character building are the two vital aspects of swami vivekananda s nationalism the book
vigorously spotlights upon keeping in view the present scenario of the depletion of the ethical
values and the erosion of the social sanctity leading to the deterioration in the quality of life
of man in india and abroad a sincere adherence to the nationalism of swami vivekananda is sure to
usher in a new era of efflorent renaissance and resurgence leading the whole mankind along the
path of supreme peace and progress towards the divinity in the long run
Swami Vivekananda 2003 it is true that in the study of political science international relations
public administration and other related discipline arthashastra is yet to receive due recognition
in india and abroad in this context the indian institute of advanced study iias shimla had hosted
a two day national seminar on reflections on the relevance of arthashastra in the 21st century
this volume is the collection of selected papers presented at the national seminar the relevance
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of arthashastra in the contemporary world has been well explored in the seventeen articles
categorized in three sections the first part deals with the relevance of arthashastra in the
present century the second section of the book deals with foreign and security policy strategic
culture as portrayed in arthashastra the third section of the book deals with human rights women
s status good governance tax and treasury as reflected in kautilya s arthashastra
Gandhian Alternative (vol. 3 : Socio-Political Thoughts) 2005 biography of lokmanya tilak by
nandini saraf this biography delves into the life and legacy of lokmanya tilak a prominent indian
freedom fighter social reformer and nationalist leader nandini saraf s well researched account
offers readers an insight into tilak s tireless efforts in india s struggle for independence and
his influential role in shaping the course of the nation s history key aspects of the book
biography of lokmanya tilak indian independence movement saraf s biography contextualizes
lokmanya tilak s contributions within the broader context of india s fight for freedom from
british rule political and social reforms the book explores tilak s commitment to political
activism and his efforts to address social injustices in indian society legacy and impact
biography of lokmanya tilak reflects on tilak s enduring impact on the nation s struggle for
independence and his influence on future generations of leaders nandini saraf is an author and
historian known for her writings on indian history and biographical works she brings to life the
inspiring journey of lokmanya tilak in her biography shedding light on the extraordinary life of
this visionary leader
Arthashastra of Kautilya 2021-05-31 unit i political theory 1 political theory nature and
significance 2 traditions methods and approaches 3 origin and development of state 4 concept of
power 5 authority 6 sovereignty monism and pluralism 7 justice 8 equality 9 rights 10 liberty
unit ii indian political thought 1 sources of indian political thought 2 kautilya saptang and
mandal theory 3 raja rammohan roy and indian renaissance 4 swami vivekanand 5 lokmanya bal
gangadhar tilak 6 mahatma gandhi 7 manvendra nath roy 8 bhimrao ramji ambedkar 9 vinoba bhave 10
ram manohar lohia
Biography of Lokmanya Tilak 2021-01-01 unit i political theory 1 political theory nature and
significance 2 traditions methods and approaches 3 origin and development of state 4 concept of
power 5 authority 6 sovereignty monism and pluralism 7 justice 8 equality 9 rights 10 liberty
unit ii indian political thought 1 sources of indian political thought 2 kautilya saptang and
mandal theory 3 raja rammohan roy and indian renaissance 4 swami vivekanand 5 lokmanya bal
gangadhar tilak 6 mahatma gandhi 7 manvendra nath roy 8 bhimrao ramji ambedkar 9 vinoba bhave 10
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ram manohar lohia
Political Science - SBPD Publications 2021-11-01 the east is well known for its traditionalism as
well as its love for learning of various branches of knowledge including the knowledges of
science and technology readers will find critical exposition of socio cultural values of the
eastern cultures in the present book
Political Science 2021-10-01 this book offers an in depth study of right wing politics in india
by analysing the shifting ideologies of hindu nationalism and its evolution in the late
nineteenth century through to twenty first century the authors provide a thorough overview of the
chronological evolution of hindu nationalist organizational outfits to reveal how hindu
nationalist ideology has adapted in ways that have not always corresponded with the orthodox
hindu nationalist position an examination of the overriding preference for hindu nationalism
demonstrates how it has flourished and continues to remain relevant in contemporary india despite
being marginalized at the dawn of india s independence the book demonstrates that hindu
nationalism is a context driven ideological device which is sensitive to the ideas and priorities
that gradually gain salience it also explores hindu nationalism as a vote catching device
especially from the late twentieth century onwards providing a nuanced analysis of hindu
nationalism in india as a constantly evolving phenomenon this book will be of interest to
researchers on asian political theory nationalism religious politics and south asian and indian
politics
An introduction to Eastern ways of thinking 2003 this constitues the first volume of the series
it indicates the scope of the project and provides a list of sources which will be surveyed in
the sebsequent volumes as well as provide a guide to secondary literature for further study of
indian philosophy it lists in relative chronological order sanskrit and tamil works all known
editions and translations into european languages are cited where puplished versions of the text
are not known a guide to the location of manuscripts of the work is provided
Hindu Nationalism in India 2019-11-27 this volume examines the multiple forms of reasoning in
indian politics and explores a framework to understand them in the process it looks at a series
of issues involving the relationship between politics and philosophy including the status of
political theory political practices identity politics and political ontology the book argues
that in the years leading up to and soon after independence the task of conceptualizing politics
was largely in the domain of practising politicians who built theories and philosophical methods
and further took those visions into the practice of their politics it maintains that indian
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politicians since then have not been as inclined to articulate their theories or methods of
politics this book traces the transition from philosopher politicians to politicians seeking
philosophy in indian polity in the post independence era and its implications for current
practices it views indian political philosophy from the standpoints of political theorists
philosophers and practitioners with expert and scholarly contributions this volume will be of
interest to students and researchers of indian political thought and political philosophy social
sciences and humanities
Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies 1995 the nation that has no consciousness of the past cannot
give shape to a great and glorious future reclaiming our past and recapturing the dharmic vision
is important for the furtherance of our future to help us emerge as a confident nation capable of
playing its civilizational role history was a tool used first by our colonial masters then by
their nehruvian successors and the left liberal cabal to colonize our minds and impede our rise
from the abyss of a slavish mindset shri nandakumar surveys the entire freedom movement from a
historical perspective to bring out in absorbing detail the real motivation of our freedom
fighters to preserve and revitalize the swa consciousness our national selfhood the book provides
us a new template to view our past
Reasoning Indian Politics 2017-11-10 the book addresses the very topical subject of citizen
making by delving into a range of sources among them survey questions historical documents
political theory architectural design and public policy the book provides a unique analysis of
when and why citizenship has taken root in india each chapter highlights the constant innovation
of citizenship that has occurred in india s legal political social economic and aesthetic
arrangements as well as providing the basis for comparative analysis across south asian cases and
the european union
Swa: Struggle for National Selfhood Past, Present and Future 2022-12-10 examining the phenomenon
of the migration of philosophical texts and traditions between cultures
Citizenship as Cultural Flow 2013-01-29 the book critically examines and assesses the literary
evidence available through vedic and allied literature portraying the nature of vedic polity the
functionalities of its various institutions and the various social and religious practices the
book is not a narrative but critically examines the nature of changes in a host of these areas
that occurred at each stage of vedic polity from early vedic period to post Ṛig vedic period it
outlines in historical perspective the various stages involved in the development of vedic polity
and vedic canon and how the two processes have gone along together it contains extensive
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discussions on political system and institutions religious and social practices as they obtained
during the rig vedic and post rig vedic periods it provides a fresh approach to the cult of
sacrifice and fire rituals practiced by vedic aryans along with an in depth analysis of the vedic
view of nationalism sovereignty and state as discernible from vedic texts the book also features
an extensive discussion on the institution of kingship administrative machinery role of various
entities in the polity including the purohita the sabha and the samiti position of women varna
system and features of tribal kingdoms such as the kuru panchalas and kosala videhas isolating
political and social aspects from the essentially religious character of vedic literature an
attempt has been made to show with due corroboration that the tribal polity was not deficient in
political content contrary to the stance of some scholars to depict vedic aryans as apolitical
and inward looking the present book partakes both the current and previous scholarship on the
subject but breaks a new path with its exclusive focus on the rig vedic and post rig vedic polity
together with a balanced and objective assessment of their features it brings all the relevant
and connected issues on to one platform and deals with them in a holistic manner its unique
features include the vedic grid a graphical representation and tabulations of the characteristics
of each of the about 50 vedic tribes including information on the location of their habitat their
time line the names of their chieftains and their linkage with priestly clans a special focus on
the second urbanization taking place in the gangetic valley between the 6th and 4th centuries bce
it explains how towards the end of the later vedic period the polity underwent a change in
political social and economic spheres which blossomed later during the period of mauryas two
appendices dealing with the theories of aryan migration and the relationship of the vedic aryans
with the harappa culture and what can be ascertained by vedic literature
Migrating Texts and Traditions 2012-12-15 this is the first book to study taxation and revenue
collection through a detailed analysis of public finance and financial administration in four
major indian texts namely mahabharata manusmriti shukranitisar and arthashastra as philosophers
trained in the indian classic tradition and scholars working on ancient indian wisdom mostly
prefer a more abstract approach india has a long tradition of at least two millennia of active
philosophizing in the fields of logic ethics epistemology and metaphysics though many in the west
feel hesitant in according it the title philosophy in their sense of the word furthermore few in
india have taken it beyond philosophy towards active knowledge this book re visits and re
interprets the contexts of these texts with logic and objectivity to bring the pearls of
knowledge found within into the present day showing that sanskrit is still the lingua franca of
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intellectual dialogue in india
The Rig-Vedic and Post-Rig-Vedic Polity (1500 BCE-500 BCE) 2020-10-06 this volume offers a
nuanced picture with specific instances of religion and politics in muslim jewish christian
buddhist and hindu contexts broadly presenting the phenomenon of religion and politics via
country and thematic case studies qualitative quantitative material philosophical and theological
analyses draw upon social theory to show how and why religion matters deeply in each time and
place the authors and contributors demonstrate that religion is a significant force that drives
societies and polities around the world and that a radical change in the western understanding of
value driven global politics is needed beyond the death of god offers new local voices to western
audiences through essays that suggest the need for an appreciation of divinity as a quintessence
holding a significant place in the hearts minds social orders and political organization of
polities around the world
Political Thought and Leadership of Lokmanya Tilak 1983 these studies in elizabethan and jacobean
travel literature informed by a scholarly and sympathetic but very properly unsentimental
approach to ten significant english travellers in india between 1579 and 1630 throw considerable
light on the india of the great mughals and reveal the many strands which are interwoven into the
ties that have bound and still in many ways bind the great and ancient civilisations of the
indian sub continent with the smaller and shorter civilisations of the british isles professor
ram chandra prasad combines the skills and resources of the historian the literary critic and the
student of comparative literature and languages to demonstrate what we may learn of these two
countries from the often idiosyncratic but always rich prose of englishmen abroad in the ages of
queen elizabeth i and king james i professor prasad has chosen for study thomas stephens ralph
fitch john mildenhall william hawkins thomas roe thomas coryat william finch nicholas withington
edward terry and henry lord he makes just enough reference to non english travellers such as
manucci to keep his readers in the general picture of western exploration while at the same time
he concentrates on his chosen field the author s practice of quoting long extracts in the
original language has a twofold advantage it makes his narrative more vivid and it facilitates
the determination of what one traveller owes to another this new completely revised edition of
early english travellers in india will continue to fill a long felt gap in indo anglian
literature and it will be greeted as an important achievement by the scholar and the general
reader alike
Taxation and Revenue Collection in Ancient India 2016-05-11 this book is a landmark in the wide
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panorama of gita literature the universal nature of which is reflected in the use in the form of
prose as well as poetry of an increasing number of the world s languages as the first book to
utilize original verses in modern sanskrit to convey the social massage of the gita it not only
fills a significant linguistic gap but also focuses attention on social issues which call for
urgent action by karmayogins
Beyond the Death of God 2022-05-26 the candellas of bundelkhand formed one of the most prominent
dynasties that flourished for some centuries before the establishment of islam as an imperial
power in this sub continent they are known in history not only for their political sagacity but
also for their direct association with the art and architecture that developed in khajuraho and
its neighbourhood the book deals in a comprehensive manner with the history of the early rulers
of khajuraho in fourteen chapters chs i and ii deal with the origin of the candellas and define
their territory ch iii traces their history from nannuka to harsa chs iv to vii recount the rise
of their power under yasovarman and dhanga their struggles with the muslims under ganda and
vidyadhara and their conflicts with cedis under vijayapala devavarman and kirtivarman ch viii is
devoted to the rulers from sallaksanavarman to madanavarman ch ix describes caha mana candella
rivalry and the fall of mahoba ch x deals with the temporary restoration of candella power under
trailokya varman chs xi to xiv give a vivid picture of political social eco nomic religious and
cultural life of bundel khand and offer a survey of its magnificent temples and sculptors
Elites in South Asia 1970 this work based on persian and non persian sources contemporary and
later is an impartial study of the rise and fall of the nizam shahi kingdom of ahmadnagar founded
in 1490 a d conquered by shahjahan and annexed to the mughal empire in 1636 a d from the very
beginning nizam shahis struggled against the neighbouring states of the north the daccan and the
south the rising power of the portuguese and then against the expansionist designs of the mughal
emperors to preserve the local cultural traditions political independence and also to maintain
balance of power between the imperial power of the north and independent states of the daccan in
their struggle against the mughals they were supported by the portuguese and the states of
bijapur and golkunda by the marathas and abyssinians for a while they successfully resisted the
forward movement of the mughal forces a complete account of it has been given apart from the
political achievements and failures of the nizam shahi kings their cultural contributions and
political institutions have been closely examined in proper perspective
Practical Vedanta Movement 2016-01-01 n a
Early English Travellers in India 1980 early textual source of the vast body of dharmasastra
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literature of india on religion law and morality contain numerous statements that present or
imply an undefined conception of punishment yet nowhere is this conception formally defined as if
knowledge of its nature and structure were generally known in this first ever attempt to provide
a definition of the conception and to recover its ideational infrastructure the author has drawn
on these sources to reconstruct the theoretical backgrounds of its distinctive metaphysical
religious juridical social and moral components he shows that the conception is the totality of
correction principles powers agents processes and operations through which acts contrary to the
universal order are counteracted and compensated the volume contains extensive documentation a
glossary of sanskrit terms a selected bibliography and an index
Political Thinkers of Modern India 1997 this book provides a comprehensive survey of the hindu
tradition dealing with the history of hindusim the sacred writings of the hindus the hindu
worldview and the specifics of the major branches of hindusim vaisnavism s aivism and s aktism it
also focuses on the geographical ties of hinduism with the land of india the social order created
by hinduism and the various systems of hindu philosophio theological thought klostermaier
describes the new development of hinduism in the 19th and 20th centuries including present day
political hinduism and the efforts to turn hinduism into a modern world religion a unique feature
of this book is its treatment of hinduism in a topical fashion rather than by chronological
description of the development of hinduism or by summary of the literature the complexities of
hindu life and thought are thus made real to the reader hindus will recognize it as their own
tradition a glossary and a chronological table are useful additional features
The Social Message of the Gita 1995 theory and principles of education discusses the latest
trends and current educational thoughts this thoroughly revised edition covers a wide range of
issues and themes relating to the philosophical and sociological basis of education all possible
efforts have been made to include the latest trends on the theory and principles of education
theory and principles of education provides an exhaustive treatment of the subject in a very
lucid and cogent manner to enable all students to grasp the subject matter easily the book is
essentially student centered and examination oriented it is primarily written for the students of
b ed m ed m phil and ma education it will be equally useful in the middle east and also the south
east asian countries because of its authoritative coverage of the subject by virtue of its
extensive coverage and exposition of the subject it will be very useful to students preparing for
teacher training courses it should also serve as a reliable handbook for in service teachers the
only book of its kind on the subject that discusses the latest educational trends and covers a
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wide range of issues and themes relating to the philosophical and sociological basis of education
The Early Rulers of Khajur (Second Revised Edition) 1977 this book provides a global perspective
to the cross cultural communication besides presenting conceptual analysis it discusses at length
the cultural pluralism multi religious communication religion and politics socio economic inter
dependence cross currents in philosophy art and literature and human values
The Kingdom of Ahmadnagar 1966 this book studies the national and humanitarian mission of
yogrishi baba ramdev who having brought about the yoga revolution and by installing yoga at the
world level began the yoga era here he presents his plans for poverty free corruption free and a
developed india
Struggle for India's Freedom: Defeat of Netaji’s Dream 2006-01-01 the present work discusses the
legal organisations in ancient india and presents an analytical study of the hindu law and
customs the main interest centres round the court of law and the procedure of law which is a
subject of specialised technical nature the topic practically untouched till now has been drafted
in a completely original form it is mainly a research work which documents all important
statements it makes and seeks to throw fresh light on several important and obscure points the
subject matter however has been presented in a manner calculated to be attractive and
intelligible to the general reader the work therefore will definitely be taken as a valuable
contribution to readable material for those who have thirst and curiosity to know more and desire
to enrich their store of knowledge for hindu judicial procedure the students of law as well as
those of ancient indian polity and culture will find this work a source book and a valuable guide
The Conception of Punishment in Early Indian Literature 1989-02-16 foundation transition maturity
war the wilderness
A Survey of Hinduism 2010 first published in 1981 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company
Theory & Principles of Education, 13th Edition 8-08-22
Greatest Personalities of the Indian Freedom Struggle (The Life and Times of Sardar Vallabhbhai
Patel/ The Life and Times of Subhash Chandra Bose/ The Life and Times of Lokmanya Tilak) (Set of
3 Books) 1998
Crosscultural Communication 2017-12-29
Baba Ramdev's Resurgence of New India - Freedom Movement - 2 1992
Human Resource Management In Public Service 1978
Court Procedure in Ancient India 2017-09-25
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Political Violence in Ancient India 1981
Asian Philosophy Today
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